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Abstract. The party building work of independent colleges has a special nature. This article takes Huali University of Guangdong University of Technology as an example to explore how the open party building model based on the mass line should be carried out in an independent college. Based on the mass line, the article discusses that the party building of an independent college should be open-ended in terms of party building concept, organizational life, party building carrier, and evaluation system.

1. Introduction

The Measures for the Establishment and Management of Independent Colleges (Order No. 26 of the Ministry of Education of the People's Republic of China) pointed out that independent colleges are an important part of private higher education and belong to public welfare undertakings. They refer to ordinary higher education institutions and state institutions that implement undergraduate education. There are differences; the funding mechanism is mainly undertaken by the partners or jointly raised by social capital. The charging standards are also formulated in accordance with the relevant policies of the state on the admission fees of private colleges and universities; the management mechanism lies in the word “independence”, and the independent colleges have independent campuses and basic schools. Facilities, implement relatively independent teaching organization and management, independently conduct financial accounting, have independent legal personality, can independently bear civil liability, independently enroll students, and independently issue academic degree certificates.

2. Current status of party building work in independent colleges

2.1 The leadership of the party organization is not clear

The ordinary colleges and universities implement the principal responsibility system under the leadership of the party committee, the party organization is at the core of leadership, and the party's work is carried out in an orderly manner, which is the strong backing of the school work. The "Independent College Setting and Management Measures" stipulates that "the independent college party organization should play a political core role", and its core role is different from the decision-making role of the independent college council or the board of directors.

2.2 The staffing of the party building team is unreasonable

As a part of private higher education, the independent college requires streamlining institutions, improving efficiency, and achieving high economic benefits at low cost. There are few full-time party workers. Most party workers have a large number of teaching tasks or student management tasks in addition to party affairs. The party work is mainly done by student staff or "two-course" teachers. Pay attention to the study, life and safety of students, and party affairs may be in a subsidiary position.

2.3 Party construction funds are relatively insufficient

After investigation and research, it was found that the special party building funds of the
independent colleges were insufficiently invested. The party and government fees of teachers and students are paid in full, and the party organizations at the higher levels occasionally allocate funds. However, the party construction funds mainly include colleges and universities, and the per capita party construction funds are 30-50 yuan. The Guangdong Provincial Party Committee of Education and Work Committee requires universities to follow each party member (including teachers and Students) The annual funding requirement for 100 yuan is very different. The construction of party members' activity rooms and party members' service stations is relatively weak, party members' activities, work and study are affected, and party building work is somewhat in a state of emptiness.

3. Open-ended party building: an independent college party building model based on the mass line

In order to build a new pattern of party building that is in line with the socialist modernization drive, "open-minded, open and transparent, open and transparent, full of vitality, strict discipline, and stable at the grassroots level", open-ended party building came into being. It is based on social openness, marketization and informatization. It is open to the overall system and all levels of party building, including the opening of party building concepts and specific concepts, the organization of party building and the opening of working methods, and the construction of grassroots party organizations. The opening of the performance evaluation method of open and grassroots party building and the opening up of the vision of party building workers. [Han Fuguo. Open-ended Party Building: Based on the Integration of Mass Line and Deliberative Democracy[J].Zhongguo Party School of Zhejiang Provincial Committee, 2013(4):31]

The masses are the source of living water for the Chinese Communist Party, and the mass line is the lifeline of open-ended party building. The mass line is the fundamental line of all work of the Communist Party of China and one of the living souls of Mao Zedong Thought. With the development of reform and opening up and the construction of socialist market, the social and economic components, organizational forms, employment methods, and interests are increasingly diversified. Grassroots party organizations should fully implement the mass line and strive to do everything for the masses and rely on the masses. Come from the masses and go to the masses.

3.1 Open party building concept and vision

Since the Party Central Committee proposed the strategic task of strengthening the party's ability to govern and the construction of a learning-oriented, innovative, and service-oriented party organization, the construction of an independent college party organization as one of the grassroots party organizations has entered a new era. The party organizations of our college have consciously strengthened the party building work of the college with the concept of building a large party, taking people as the foundation, and promoting the open party building as a whole. The party's organization work has always served to fulfill the party's political tasks and central work. Only by establishing the concept of a big party building, insisting on acting under the overall situation and serving the overall situation, can we jump out of the narrow ideas of party building and party building, and further enrich the party building work. Connotation. Only when the organization of the work is carried out under the overall situation of the service, and the work of the party group center is actively taken, the organization of the college can make a great contribution to reflect its great value. Facing the new situation and the characteristics of party building work in independent colleges, we must accurately grasp the scientific orientation of the party organization work in schools, adhere to the education and education as the center, and consciously put the party building work into the environment of higher education development. Advance in the context of the socialist construction cause. The main body of the party organization is the party members, and the service target is the masses of the people. This determines that the party building must always adhere to the people-centered principle, truly do everything for the masses, rely on the masses, and come from the masses to the masses. To this end, we should establish and improve the inner-party care and support mechanism, care for and protect the front-line cadres, old party members, members of the living difficulties, and student party members, combine the ideological problems of solving party
members with solving practical difficulties, and solve the difficulties of the party members and solve the masses. The difficulties are combined; the channels for party members to serve the masses are broadened, the party members are connected and the mass work system is served, so that party members truly become advanced elements with the purpose of mind and the masses, and concentrate on expressing the party’s purpose of serving the people wholeheartedly and vividly interpreting the advanced nature of party members. And the true meaning of the mass line. The party building work of private colleges is becoming wider and wider, and the content is more and more abundant. Party builders should give full play to the leading role and overall effect of party building in school education and teaching, find the combination point and entry point of party building work, and realize party building work and daily life. Ideological and political education complement each other, and strive to make the party building work and education, student management, logistics services, and graduation internships as a whole.

3.2 Open organizational life

With the reform of the personnel system in China and its in-depth development, members of the society have transformed from "unit people" to "social people", and the liquidity has become stronger. The problem of mobile party members has become a problem of party building in the new era. The educational public welfare of the independent colleges and the unit privativeness have made the issue more complicated. Among them, there are long-term “free party members” who have left the party organization, left their organizational relations in the school, and gone to the “named party members”. The "pocket party members" who carry the party organization relationship with the household registration for a long time are subjectively "recessive party members" who do not want to reveal their identities. Our hospital has successively explored an open and shared organization life that combines party organization activities with off-campus internships and personnel file management, and strives to build an open society that allows party members to participate in activities and participate in activities. Sex party organization system. In the future, our school will draw on the community party building model, comprehensively promote open organizational life, establish a group of open organization life bases, open a group of open organization life projects, develop an open organization life online publishing platform, and create an open organization life. Management system, develop an open organizational life process of “determining the theme – external release – organization and implementation – evaluation feedback”, and launch a series of open organizational life with the theme of “service-oriented party organization and pioneering party members” A series of activities such as selecting the best examples of open organization life.

3.3 Open-ended party building carrier

Adapting to the development situation of modern information society, we actively introduce modern information technology means in the party building of the college to create a rapid response and efficient and open party building carrier system. In the past few years, our hospital has gradually established a party member service network, and opened up a regional section of the party member interaction center. The party building service qq, the WeChat group member heart language forum, the mobile party member registration, the party member volunteer recruitment, and other forms of party building service carrier. Through the party member service network, the party branch can carry out the training of activists, the development of new party members, the preparation of party members, the development of publicity, the education and management of party members, and improve the quality and efficiency of party building work. The Party Construction Network has also created an "information database" for party building education, collecting and uploading party-building knowledge e-books, and timely releasing party building learning content or conducting topic discussions and exchanges on current events. The "Online Party Class" was set up. According to the network theme education activities of the party members of the independent colleges with outstanding themes and novel forms, the network propaganda positions of the Marxist meaning form were firmly occupied, and the effective combination of the network party building and the traditional party building was truly achieved.
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